Transit Strategies

CROSSTOWN SERVICES
Surface transit services necessarily reflect a region’s road network. In older, more traditional cities
like Providence, most primary roads radiate to and from downtown. These roadway networks also
drive regional travel patterns, as people tend to move to areas where they can conveniently access
their jobs. For this reason, the largest travel volumes in the Providence Metro area are radial in
nature.
Still, large volumes of trips are not radial. Because the Providence Metro area has very few major
roads that are “crosstown” in nature, these trips are very widely dispersed. No matter how people
make these trips – whether by car, bus, or another mode – they are often indirect. They are
particularly indirect by transit as nearly all metro area transit routes operate to and from downtown
Providence. As a result, whereas people in cars can meander their way between two points in a fairly
direct manner, transit riders must travel in and out of downtown, which is more circuitous. As an
example, the maps shown below display the routes and travel times by car and transit between
Olneyville Square and CCRI’s Warwick Campus. A trip by car takes 14 minutes, while a trip by transit
requires a transfer at Kennedy Plaza and a total travel time of 53 minutes. The development of better
crosstown transit services could made non‐radial trips much more convenient.
Trip Between Olneyville Square and CCRI Warwick Campus
By Car
By Transit

Ways to Provide Crosstown Service
Traditionally, there are two ways to provide bus‐based crosstown services:



Develop new routes on available crosstown arterials
Develop new routes on secondary streets that, while somewhat indirect, still provide the
most direct service possible
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Examples of Crosstown Services
MBTA Crosstown Routes, Boston, MA
Very much like Providence but on a larger scale, Boston has an extremely radial roadway network
and few crosstown arterials. Largely because of this, the MBTA provides only limited crosstown
service, using available crosstown arterials both directly and indirectly. However, these routes are
among the highest ridership bus routes in the MBTA bus network.
The most direct route is Route 1 Harvard/Holyoke Street‐Dudley Square, which operates between
Harvard Square and Dudley Square, which are both major activity centers and large transit hubs.
Route 1 also connects with a number of major radial routes along its length. As shown in the figure
below, Route 1 is very direct along nearly its entire length. The only exception is at its southern end
where it operates indirectly to Dudley Square. Route 1 is the MBTA’s fourth highest ridership bus
route.
A second example is Route 66 Harvard Square‐Dudley Station, which also operates between Harvard
Square and Dudley Square, but along a longer alignment further to the west. This route operates
more circuitously along connected segments of different crosstown arterials. This route also
connects with many major radial routes, and is the MBTA’s second highest ridership route.
MBTA Route 1

MBTA Route 66

Minneapolis/St, Paul, MN
Most transit services in the Twin Cities are designed to serve downtown Minneapolis and downtown
Saint Paul. However, METRO’s new A‐line BRT service serves Snelling Avenue, which is a major north‐
south urban corridor that is about seven miles east of downtown Minneapolis. This crosstown route
is part of METRO’s Frequent Transit Network.
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METRO Minneapolis Area Frequent Transit Network (with A‐line in center of map)

Downtown
Minneapolis
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Cincinnati, OH
In the Cincinnati area, Go Metro operates 44 bus routes and one streetcar line that extend east,
north, and west radially from downtown. Three crosstown routes, Routes 31, 41, and 51, operate
east‐west, to provide crosstown service and connections with the radial routes. Major activity
centers that are served include the University of Cincinnati Main Campus and Medical Center, several
other major hospitals, shopping centers, and educational centers. Routes 41 and 51 are also both
anchored by the Glenway Crossing Transit Center and Oakley Transit Center, which provide multiple
opportunities for connections. These routes, like the MBTA’s Route 66, were creating by linking
segments of different crosstown arterials together.
Go Metro Crosstown Routes

Downtown

Current Crosstown Service in Rhode Island
The majority of RIPTA’s routes radiate from downtown Providence. The only true metro area
crosstown route is Route 13 Coventry/Artic/Warwick Mall which operates between Coventry and the
Warwick Mall, where connections can be made with other services. Three other routes partially
provide crosstown service:




Route 58 and Route 73 along Mineral Spring Avenue
Route 17 along Dyer Avenue
Route 27 along Manton Avenue
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Opportunities for Crosstown Service
As is the case in other cities with radial road networks, the greatest opportunities for the
development of new crosstown services will consist of the use of the metro area’s relatively few
crosstown arterials and piecing together segments of other roads. There may also be the
opportunity to provide crosstown service with on‐demand microtransit.

Direct Crosstown Routes
There are only two opportunities to develop very direct crosstown service, which would be:



Pawtucket‐North Providence via Mineral Springs Avenue
Cranston Crosstown between the Stop & Shop on Atwood Avenue and Warwick Avenue
along Park Avenue

Other Crosstown Routes
There are also opportunities to link together segments of other roadways to create radial routes.
These include:





North Providence‐Cranston via Manton Avenue, Olneyville Square, Pocasset Avenue, Dyer
Avenue, and Park Avenue
Olneyville Square‐ Eddy Street via Westminster Street, Messer Street, Union Avenue,
Cranston Street, and Potters Avenue
Manton Avenue Stop & Shop‐ Eddy Street via Chalkstone Avenue, Dean Street, Prairie
Avenue, and Blackstone Street
West Warwick/Artic Village‐TF Green Airport via Main Street, Providence Street, Toll Gate
Road, CCRI, East Avenue, and Post Road

Microtransit Crosstown Service
A third way to provide crosstown service could be with microtransit. This use of microtransit has not
yet been tried anywhere, and thus there would be many details to work out. However, conceptually,
semi‐circular microtransit zones could be developed around the core to provide crosstown service
for trips that would be excessively long when made using fixed‐route transit.
Microtransit
Microtransit is a new term that is being applied to services whose common denominators are that
they are app‐based and use smaller vehicles to transport lower volumes of people. The app‐based
booking and payment process is very similar to Uber and Lyft, but phone reservations and cash
payment can also be accommodated. Crosstown microtransit zones would be similar to RIPTA’s Flex
zones but with app‐based reservations that would provide for instant booking.
A number of entities provide Microtransit services. These include transit systems, communities, and
private companies. There a two common approaches. The most common is to contract with a
microtransit provider that provides both the technology and the service. The second is to purchase
the technology incorporate it into directly provided services. One example is Via, which is a
microtransit company that both provides service and sells its app‐based technology to transit
systems for their own services.
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Potential Metro Area Crosstown Routes
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To keep agency costs reasonable, it would be necessary to design the service to serve crosstown
trips that could not be easily made using fixed‐route services and not as a substitute for trips that
could be reasonably made using fixed‐route services. Using currently available microtransit
technology, one way to do this would be to develop six zones that together form a circle, and to
permit trips within the origin zone and to adjoining zones. This concept is illustrated below, and in
this example:



Trips within a single zone or to an adjoining zone would be trips that would be very circuitous
if made via radial routes through Kennedy Plaza.
Trips to other zones could be made in a reasonably convenient manner using fixed‐route
services, which is why trips would be limited to the same zone or adjoining zones.

Crosstown Microtransit Concept with Semi‐Circular Zones

The zones displayed above are conceptual, and actual zones would be defined to better align with
the roadway network, neighborhoods, and other features. Additional zones could also be designed
to service other crosstown markets in a similar fashion.
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